UMAXX® PUTS YOU IN CONTROL

Take control of your nitrogen program. Make your own long lasting nitrogen for spray applications in house. Turf professionals looking to maximize their fertility programs turn to UMAXX because it improves nitrogen efficiency, increases plant utilization and minimizes environmental loss. UMAXX does not rely on temperature, moisture or microbial activity for release, keeping you in control of your nitrogen program and performance. UMAXX stays in the available ammonium form ready for the plant to take it up as it needs it. This stabilized form reduces nitrogen loss by volatilization, leaching and denitrification making it a nitrogen management tool for those geographies with water quality guidelines. In addition, this means reduced grass clippings, maximum visual color and an environmentally responsible product.

UMAXX stabilized nitrogen is conveniently packaged in 50 pound bags designed for soluble nitrogen programs. Applicators pour UMAXX into the spray tank strainer cavity while water is filled. It readily melts into solution and does not settle out. It can be mixed with other plant nutrients, fungicides, growth regulators or insecticides. UMAXX can also be added to your fertigation tank.

Whether you are making liquid or granular applications, UMAXX is the only nitrogen product you will need. Year round, it delivers attributes of quick & slow release nitrogen in one product. Take control of your nitrogen program and get started today.

For more information on UMAXX contact me at 770-364-4320.

Already a UMAXX user? Tell us your story at Whatshisssecret.com.

SFGCSA President Ted Hile, left, presented Colony West Superintendent Dale Kuehner, CGCS, a 2009 FGCSA President’s Award for Lifetime service to the chapter and state association.

Rivers), Roy MacDonald (Treasure Coast) and Kevin Sunderland (West Coast)

That evening at the Vendor Appreciation reception at the Grand Cypress Villas, John Gamble from Wesco Turf Supply was presented with the 2009 Larry Kamphaus Award recognition.

2009 Calendar of Events

NOVEMBER
Nov 3 Everglades Chapter Meeting, TBA
Nov 12 Seven Rivers Annual Fishing Trip
Nov 17 SFGCSA Meeting, Doral’s McClean Signature Course
Nov 30 NFGCSA Turf Seminar, San Jose CC
TBA Suncoast Annual Turfgrass Conference

DECEMBER
Dec 10 Seven Rivers Holiday Meeting and Toys for Tots Fundraiser, Juliette Falls GC
Dec 11 NFGCSA Christmas Meeting and Golf Tournament, Hyde Park GC
Dec 17-19 Suncoast Annual Family Christmas Getaway Weekend, Gasparilla Island
TBA Calusa - Annual Christmas Charity Tournament, Magnolia Landing
TBA WCGCSA Vendor Appreciation Day, TPC Tampa Bay

JANUARY
TBA CFGCSA-FTGA Research Tournament, Interlachen CC, Winter Park
Jan. 22 FGCSA Board Meeting